1 Introduction

Socially Assistive Robotics (SAR) is the field of study dedicated to developing algorithms and models that enable robots to assist users in goal-directed interactions, often in situations connected to improving health and wellness or enriching education. In this work, we address one extension of SAR into multi-party interactions: robots acting as moderators, facilitating group interactions. We impose a computational structure on this problem by defining moderation as the problem of assigning resources to users in an interaction in order to achieve some pre-defined goal or goals, related to either the task (what the group is trying to achieve, such as assembling widgets) or to social aspects of the interaction (how the group should do the task; for example, maximizing the number of intra-group interactions). These resources can include both social resources such as the conversational floor or participant attention, and physical resources such as task-related objects. The approach is summarized in Figure 1. We provide an overview of a validation study of robot moderators in a group interaction, and describe ongoing work on extending this approach to moderation using symbolic planning.
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A number of studies in the computer-supported cooperative work literature have directly examined the role of a moderator in online or teleconference contexts [Kim et al., 2008; Rajan et al., 2012]. In the virtual agents community, Bohus and Horvitz developed an approach to enable a virtual agent to converse in open environments, including detecting engagement and managing multi-party interactions [Bohus and Horvitz, 2010]. Within human-robot interaction, there has been substantial work wherein the robot provides a service to multiple participants, such as a bartender [Foster et al., 2012] or tour guide (e.g., [Yamazaki et al., 2012]). Matsuyama et al. directly addressed the problem of facilitation in human-robot interaction, creating a framework for enabling an agent to integrate a participant into a conversation [Matsuyama et al., 2015]. However, that work was evaluated via acted videos, not through open interaction with an autonomous system.

2 Validation of Robot Moderators

To validate the use of a robot moderator, we developed a study based on an interaction in which participants were asked to sit at a table with the robot (Figure 2), were given a stuffed toy, and told to tell a story about it while the robot moderated the interaction of the group. The study used the following mapping to the moderation paradigm: the conversational floor was the interaction resource, moderator behaviors were gaze and question-asking, the relevant part of the interaction state was participant speech, and the interaction goal was for no participant to dominate the floor, and every participant to speak. The following research question was addressed: Can a robot moderator improve interactivity and group cohesion (without the use of speech recognition)?

Two types of question-asking behaviors were chosen for the robot. In the first type, the robot attempted to elicit a contribution from a participant, by asking a general question such as “Do you have anything to add?” In the second type, the robot instituted a topic change by asking a more specific question, such as “Does the stuffed toy have any sisters or brothers?” All questions used the second person, disambiguated by the use of the robot’s gaze towards the object of the question.

To achieve the goal of balanced participation, the robot control algorithm triggered a moderation behavior if some participant had not spoken in a 30-second window or if any one participant had spoken for more than half of the time in that window. An additional condition, that the moderator not have spoken in the window, ensured that the moderator itself did not dominate the conversation. Participants were given a series of questionnaires before and after the interactions, as well as between the sessions. Thresholded participant speech was measured during the interaction. The discussion in this abstract focuses on the results of the group cohesion questionnaire and changes in participant speech.

We found that participants had higher scores on the group cohesion questionnaire in the moderated condition ($M = 3.357, SD = 0.305$) than in the unmoderated condition.
A paired t-test on the group cohesion scores showed marginal significance ($p = 0.1$; Figure 3(a)). Additionally, we found that participants spoke more ($M = 100.50, SD = 52.59$) in the moderated than in the unmoderated condition ($M = 71.34, SD = 42.38$). A paired t-test on total participant speech showed a significant difference ($p = .05$). As seen in Figure 3(b), speech was increased for most participants, not only the participants who spoke the least. These results provide support for the use of robot moderators to promote interactivity and group cohesion in multi-party interactions.

3 Ongoing Work: Planning for Moderation

Having validated the use of a SAR moderator in human-robot interaction, our future work will address the problem of incorporating task-related resources and goals. As a first step, we will plan the moderator’s behavior using symbolic planning in an assembly task. By implementing the task on a tablet interface, we ensure that the moderator has a high degree of control over the environment and can observe the relevant aspects of the environment accurately. Unexpected outcomes are handled by re-planning, under the assumption that new plans will not need to be generated often.

Specifically, we are developing an algorithm for moderation in an assembly task that can be broken down into a series of partially-ordered subtasks (so parallelization may be possible in some cases), each of which is completed by a participant using resources that may or may not be consumed by the action. The planning problem, then, is to transfer resources among participants so that each subtask can be accomplished by an appropriate participant. An optimal or near-optimal plan is chosen based on task-related criteria (e.g., minimizing interaction between participants), or a combination of the two. We will evaluate the methods by comparing differences in task performance and group cohesion in groups where the moderator chooses plans that minimize the time needed to complete the task and groups where the moderator chooses plans that maximize intra-group interaction.

4 Conclusion

In this work, we present a novel formulation of the problem of moderation, in which moderation is treated as the problem of manipulating resources in a multi-party interaction in order to achieve some goal. An initial validation study provides support for the use of a socially assistive robot as a moderator, providing a basis for ongoing work in developing algorithms for robot moderator control.
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